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SESSION – 46   SOME EXTRA VERSES  

I. SPOKEN ARABIC:  For continuity, see Spoken Arabic in previous lesson. 

 s���W @�)�L ��.�8 ��;) l�:
;( a
�&�	 
 1/5 ¼ 1/3 ½ complete 

II. GRAMMAR:  Adjective and its Noun      ���������  	  
��� 

a true Muslim ������� �	�
��� a big house ������ ������ 

the true Muslim ��������� 	�
������� the big house �������� ��������� 

the true Muslim women ������������ �����
������� the true Muslim men ���!"��������� ���!��
������� 
These phrases are said to be composed of  ��َ�ِ (adjective) and  �ُ	ْ
ْ	فَ  (the noun of the adjective).  To 
translate these into Arabic, just reverse the order of the words (first   �ِ�ْ
ُ  and then َ��ِدق) and put tanveen  (  ٌ
) on each of them (for singular case).  The tanveen could be  ً  or    ٍ   or    ٌ  depending upon the context in 

which this phrase is used. The rules are similar to those of   ْ�َ�َ�ا
ُ-�ْ�َ�َ    (subject and predicate) except that in 

case of   ف	ْ�ُ	
 , ����  (i) The order of the words is reversed; and  (ii) If the first word is attached with  : ِ�َ�� و َ

then the second will also have ����  attached to it.  As in case of   �����	
��	��
�� , if the first word is feminine, the 

second should also be feminine.  Further, if the first word is dual or plural, the second should also be dual or 
plural in number, i.e, the two words should agree in gender and number with respect to each other.   

III. THE MAIN LESSON:  Use 3SP.  Ponder these miscellaneous verses & take lessons. 

�����  ���	
�  ���	���	��  �������  	�����	���� )�:��( 
In it (are) signs (that are) clear (such as) the standing palce  of Abraham. 

����  �����
  ��!�"��#�  �$����  	%��&�'  	�()#�  
He who obeys the Messenger [then] indeed has obeyed Allah; 

�	�	*  +,-#	!	.  	/�	�0)	"�1�' �	2��  ���3���)	4  �56��7	8 )�:��(

and who turned away, then We have not sent you over them as a guardian. 

��
�  &���M  �
  
L&�����  ��
�  �c$�/��  
When they (both) were in the cave when he said 


,
�
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�  ��  �V�d�T��  'V
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to his companian,  “Do not grieve; indeed Allah is with us.” 
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>  )�:��(  
And strive with your wealth and your lives/ souls in the path / cause of Allah. 

V
��+  �
�b̀ ���� �  '�
�  �
��1���~  
�
����T
)  
and (there is) 

not 
anything but glorifies with His praise 

6R��+R�
" '��V$�<�/�!��   �A�<�T�
��1��  )��:��(   
but you do not understand their glorification.   

In it are clear signs (such 
as) the standing palce 

of Abraham. 
--------------------- 

He who obeys the 
Messenger has indeed 

obeyed Allah; but he 
who turns away, then 
we have not sent you 

over them as a 
guardian. 

--------------------- 

When they (both) were in 

the cave when he (i.e., 
Muhammad, pbuh) said 
to his companian, “Do 

not grieve; indeed Allah 

is with us.” 
--------------------- 

And strive with your 
wealth and your lives in 

the cause of Allah.  
--------------------- 

 
And there is not a single 

thing but glorifies Him 

with His praise.  But 
you do not understand 
their glorification.  

--------------------- 
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LESSON – 46   SOME EXTRA VERSES  

I. SPOKEN ARABIC:  Translate the following: 

 ��1�I j�:�$ �B2Br ��F) ��=�F( x���
R 
      

II. GRAMMAR:  Give five examples of Adjective and its Noun      ���������  	  
��� 

a true Muslim  a big house  

the true Muslim  the big house  

the true Muslim women  the true Muslim men  

III. THE MAIN LESSON:  Translate the following miscellaneous verses 

�������	 �
�������	 ���� ����� �������  
���  ���	
�  ��	���	��  �������  	����	��� )�:��(  

     

����  ���
  ��!�"��#�  �����$  	%��&�'  	�()#�  
      

�	�	*  +,-#	!	.  	/�	�0)	"�1�' �	2��  ��3���)	4  �56�7	8 )�:��( 
     

!��H  �1�,  ��'  �$��!�	  !��H  BD7B/�  
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Lesson-46:  To remember of the meanings, note down the following clues &  & more, if you have any. 

Arabic Meanings 
Root 

Letters
Earlier occurrence / Mother-tongue 
or false link / Grammatical form/ … 

Arabic Meanings 
Root 

Letters
Earlier occurrence / Mother-tongue 
or false link / Grammatical form/ … 

E�#��* complete ك م ل  ��O��Y�� a guardian 
ح ف 

 ظ
...َواْ	َ��ِ�ُ�ن َواْ	َ��ِ�َ��ت  

�y�7�* big 
ك ب 

 ر
 they : ُهْ�  ;they both : ُهَ�� ;he : ُهَ  -  ���; they both� bigger : َأْآَ�� ; big : َآِ���

�j��'[ signs - fg.    sg. ��َ� ; pl. َ��ت� ����:�
� the cave غ و ر  

����+�j��W�  clear (fg; pl) 
 يب 
 ن

fg.  sg. ِّ��َ��َ  ; pl. ِّ��َت��َ  �̂ �N�����)  

do not 
grieve! ح ز ن  

�&��-�# standing 
palce ق و م  ��,���;��!�, And strive ج � د  

�v�a\' ���# whoever 
obeys ط و ع  �ْ�َ + �ُ�!ِ�ُ =�!ِ�ُ �ْ�َ  (whoever) N�4�,...1̂ �4  

and (there is) 
not ... but - ِإْن followed by #$ِإ gives the 

meaning of “not... but” 

�V��F�� obeyed ع،  ط و ع�!َ�ُ ،��!ِ�َأَ'�َع، ُ�ِ!�ُ�، َأِ'ْ�، ُ
 ِإَ'�َ)�

"�
�,����  and but -  

1
���)"h  turned away ���8����7  و ل ي�/�) their 
glorification 

س ب 
 ح

ِّ�)َ�ُ ،*َ#�,َِّ�,َ ،*ُِّ�)َ�ُ ،*ْ ،*#�)َ�ُ ،*
*��ِ)ْ-َ 

 


